Mar 14, 2016
Appreciation Awards are for anyone and everyone and I am very pleased to present
one to Bill. As many of you know, Bill is a contractor with us and has been helping clear
the backlog of reports/layouts we have for customers, helping Drew and the dev team
out. He has caught on very quickly and been a great help. See the email we received
below from a customer, no additional comments are needed from me.
My name is Sarah Jernigan and I work for Texas Marine & Brokerage Inc., I have
been working with Bill Brocker on a TON of layouts we have been putting into
DockMaster. I just wanted to let you know that you have an absolutely wonderful
employee on your hands! Throughout the entire process Bill has kept in close
contact with myself to ensure that all forms were created/acted exactly the way
that we wanted them to. I received an email from Mr. Brocker early afternoon on
Sunday letting me know that he had completed quite a few corrections that we
needed done. He had worked throughout the entire weekend to ensure your
customers were satisfied. I am very thankful I am working with someone as
dedicated and positive as Bill while creating these forms.
I just thought you should know that you have employees who are representing
your company very well, and make it a pleasure to use DockMaster to the fullest
of its capabilities.
As some of you know, Bill plays in a basketball league and so March Madness should
be a great time of year for Bill.
Thanks Bill for your dedication!!
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